
staff proposal for portland’s

disabled parking program
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Presentation Notes
Presenting PBOT’s staff recommendations for a disabled parking program. The recommendations have been informed by work from the Disabled Parking Task Force and feedback from Portland’s Commission on Disability, both of whom have endorsed the program. The Disabled Parking Task Force was created in 2008 to help staff create a disabled parking program and consists of members from the disabled advocacy community, business community, and others with an interest in making downtown more accessible to all. After my presentation today, we will hear from three members of the task force, as well as the chair of Portland Commission on Disability’s Accessibility and the Built Environment sub-committee, who also endorsed the proposed program.

Currently, those with any type of disabled placard can park without payment or time limit in metered areas. In 2007, Oregon Revised Statute 811.635 (ORS 811.635), also widely known as SB-716 was passed by the state which separated disabled placard privileges into two categories depending on the type of placard – wheelchair or non-wheelchair. SB-716 mandates that all using wheelchair placards in Oregon can park without payment or time limit at meters. SB-716 allows local jurisdictions to create their own programs for non-wheelchair placard users, which may use time limits or payment, if desired. Since the passage of SB-716 in 2007, the City of Portland has continued to extend pre-SB-716 privileges, allowing all disabled placard users to park without payment or time limit. The current extension expires on December 31, 2013. 



Agenda Items
1.

 
Resolution –

 
Accept program 

 recommendations & direct PBOT to develop 
 and implement the program effective July 1, 
 2014

2.
 
Ordinance – Extend the current policy 

 through June 30, 2014.
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Thus, the Council presentation looks to address both a resolution and an associated ordinance. The resolution asks Council to accept recommendations for a Disabled Parking Program and direct Portland Bureau of Transportation to complete development of the program and implement new regulations effective July 1, 2014 .
The ordinance extends the current disabled parking policy – that all with placards may park without payment or time limit at meters – through June 30, 2014 in order to have the time to create, implement, and conduct outreach on the proposed program.




Existing
 Metered Areas
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Before I delve into the program, I want to emphasize that the program would only apply to the metered areas in Portland. These areas are metered to meet broader transportation goals in the Central City. The on-street parking system in commercial districts is managed to support the economic vitality of the district by encouraging parking turnover, improving circulation, encouraging use of off-street parking, maintaining air quality, and promoting the use of alternative modes by managing the supply and price of on-street commuter parking. In managing the on-street parking system, short-term parking to support business activity should be prioritized. 



Total Placards Wheelchair Placards

1, 033 21
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Unfortunately, the high amount of use of disabled placards has inhibited our goals of prioritizing on-street parking for short term use. This map shows occupancy data for a day in September where between 11-30% of on-street spaces were occupied by placard users, with the higher occupancy rates falling within the downtown core. Parking enforcement has observed that most of the placard use is all-day use, indicating that the placards are being used for commuter parking, exactly what we want to discourage on downtown streets.

This graphic also details two more aspects of the program – 

First, the amount of placard use has nearly doubled in the past 6 years, growing from around 600 in 2007 to 1,000 in 2013. There are a host of reasons for this growth including economic incentives and an aging demographic, among others. If this pattern were to continue under current policies, parking management of and encouraging turnover within the downtown core would continue to become more difficult.
Secondly, it is important to realize the breakdown of placards. In the September count, over 1,000 placards were counted, 21 of them being wheelchair placards. These numbers are important given the categorization implemented through SB-716 which only allows jurisdictions to actively manage the parking for those with non-wheelchair placards.



#1 Objective is Accessibility

free                        location
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We recognize that we have a problem with overuse of the current placard privileges which is consuming on-street parking. 

PBOT’s proposed program, upon recommendations from the DPTF, look at changing the focus of accessibility from cost (free) to geographic (front row). The current policy of free parking has been shown to limit accessibility to destinations because people can park all day without moving, often further limiting accessibility to those that need it. The program shifts accessibility to geographic accessibility, looking to “open up” the front row parking where people need it through pricing incentives and parking space designations.

Current privilege = free & time/duration, future privilege = proximity of access



Wheelchair Placard HoldersWheelchair Placard Holders
•

 
No change to payment or time limit 

 policies
•

 
Add 30 on street spaces 



Disabled Placard Holders
•

 
Parking for three hours or less

•
 

Parking for over three hours – alternative 
 payment technologies

•
 

50 designated spaces 



Current 
Time Limits
in Metered

Areas 



Proposed 
Time 

Limits for 
Disabled
Placard
Users



Disabled Placard Holders
•

 
Parking for three hours or less

•
 

Parking for over three hours – alternative 
 payment technologies

•
 

50 designated spaces 



Employees within the 
 Metered District

•
 

Employee permit
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Designed for downtown employees with mobility limitiations



•
 

Resident permit
•

 
Subsidized housing resident permit

Residents of the Metered   District



next steps
•

 
Education campaign begins in 2014

•
 

Starting to issue in‐vehicle meters and 
 permits in April/May 2014

•
 

Program goes into effect on July 1, 2014
•

 
Review of program after one year
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